AIR VENTURI PRODUCT CATALOG

WHY CHOOSE

AIR VENTURI

Air Venturi is an innovative airgun manufacturer, importer, and a distributor
for top airgun brands. No matter how big or small your operation is, we
have the knowledge and selection of guns, accessories, and ammo to provide
you with that “one-stop shop” experience. Let us show you the Air Venturi
difference on your next order.

IT’S REALLY VERY SIMPLE.
The airgun world is rapidly changing. Gone are the days of the simple
breakbarrel...now your customers are coming to you with questions on tanks,
pumps, hoses, adapters and fittings.
Air Venturi can help you assist your customers and sell the latest and greatest
airguns available. We can offer training and support that will make you an
expert, or simply provide advice and instruction to get you by.

YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FOLLOWING
BENEFITS WITH EACH AND EVERY ORDER:
•

Reasonable minimum order requirements

•

Free ground shipping on qualified orders

•

Flexible payment terms

•

Fast order processing

•

Personal account representative
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AIR VENTURI

AV-R0002

TR5 YOUTH TARGET RIFLE
The TR5 from Air Venturi offers desirable features in a youth friendly target rifle package.
Powered by a spring piston design, the easy cocking side lever is easy for shooters of all
ages to operate. With the quick-adjusting length of pull and vertically adjustable butt-pad,
the rifle can be made to fit almost any size shooter in seconds. To top it off, the five round
magazine means less time loading pellets and more time slinging lead!

V10 Competition
Target Pistol
Ideal for entry into 10-meter precision air pistol shooting.
Loaded w/features found on expensive match pistols. Walnut
RH grip w/adj. palm shelf & stippling. Metal lower & adj.
sights. World-class performer with a down-to-earth price.
Also available in LH grip.
Single stroke pneumatic
Overlever
Single-shot

AV-P00020

.177 cal=400 fps

AV-T0120

AV-EGLFB-9

BB BANDIT TARGET

Airgun Golf

Double-ply foam in front of metal plate to stop/slow
projectiles, Includes multiple paper targets for hours
of fun. For use with .177 cal. Pellets or BBs only.

A new sport for airgunners everywhere!
This white beauty may look and feel like the real
thing, but once you shoot it, it bursts in a spiral
of powder and debris. Available in 9 count
packages.
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AIR VENTURI

AUTO-ROTATING MEDUSA
AV-T0160
TARGET SYSTEM
Interactive auto-rotating targets. Corrosion-resistant
coating. Portable & easy to set up. Durable metal
frame & targets. Adj. legs to level on any terrain.
Suitable for use indoors & out w/.177 cal. lead
pellets and low ricochet lead BBs only.

Air Venturi Quick
Cleaning Pellets
Cleaning pellets ideal for any type of pellet gun.
Remove dirt, debris & lead build-up.
BN-3860 , BN-3862, BN-3870, BN-3865

AV-T0140

AV-T0130

DUELING TREE AIRGUN TARGET
Go head-to-head in a contest of speed and accuracy.
Each shooter starts with 2 paddles on their side. The goal
is to shoot all 4 paddles onto your opponents side. Can
be used with .177, .20, or .22 caliber airguns.

Cowboy Action Diamond
Gong Airgun Target
Test quick draw shooting skills with the Air Venturi
Diamond Gong target. Whether the shooter is a
beginner or a full-blown pistolero, the Diamond will
help sharpen your single action skills.
Adjustable from 33” to 45”.
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AIR VENTURI
NEW

Air Venturi Nomad II 4500 PSI
Portable PCP Compressor

AV-MCOMP4500-2

The Nomad II is a compact compressor that can be powered from
any 110 or 220V outlet, as well as a 12V car battery—a real
lifesaver for PCP gunners filling up at the range or in the field. It
can fill a 250cc cylinder from 0 psi to 3000 psi in as little as 9
minutes. The adjustable, automatic shut-off allows the user to
set the compressor to the exact fill pressure of their gun (up to
4500 psi) and the unit stops when pressure is reached.
1-yr warranty.

AV-4590-HPT
AV-4574-HPT
AV-4598-HPT
AV-A00130

Air Venturi G7S
Hand Pump
Fold-able and convenient, the G7S
pumps up to 4500 psi. So you can
quickly jump back into shooting.
Incl. integral air pressure gauge and
17.5” hose with quick disconnect.

Air Venturi Carbon
Fiber Tanks, 4500 psi
QD female Foster fitting, 1-yr. Warranty, 4,500
psi max fill pressure, 24 in. microbore hose,
Jublilee slow-flow valve, integrated pressure gauge.

AIR VENTURI AIR COMPRESSOR
ELECTRIC, 4500 PSI
Shown with AV Dry Air
Intake Filter (not included)

AV-4513HPA-KIT
AV-4513HPA

AV-COMP4500,
AV-COMP4500E

Air Venturi 13ci
Tank & Valve
Convert certain CO2 guns to high
pressure air. Lightweight tank features
integrated regulator and 3,000 psi
max pressure for hundreds of shots.
Available with and without adapter.

Air Venturi Disposable
90-Gram CO2 Cartridges
Our 90-gram cartridges
fit your 88-gram
CO2 gun. More
shots/tank!

AV-6012, AV-6012-2

Become your own fill source! Fill tanks, PCP guns and SCUBA
tanks directly. Plugs into standard 110V outlet and you’re
ready to fill for years to come! Auto shutoff, incl. Hose fittings,
extra seals, & O-rings. 1-yr warranty. Available in 220V for
European outlets.
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AIR VENTURI

AV-T0050

AV-T0080

Gunslynger Targets
Metal Silhouette Targets. Incl. silhouettes
of chicken, pig, turkey & ram. Heavy-duty
steel construction, 1/10 scale.

AV-T0100

RESETTING AIRGUN
FIELD TARGETS
Rat-shaped resetting field target
3-sized kill zones adj. from 1.5” to
0.5”. Heavy-duty steel construction.
Shoot to reset. For .177, .20, & .22
cal. lead pellets only.
AV-T0040

AV-T0110

ZINGER GALLERY TARGET
Test your marksmanship with the Air Venturi Zinger Gallery
Target. You control how fast the targets move and test
your skill level to see how your shooting improves over
time. If you don’t hit the target paddle before it gets to
the end, it automatically flips down, and then resets
before the next rotation.

Stampede Pellet Trap

AV-T0070

Shoot-to-reset targets for nonstop entertainment.
Long-lasting heavy-duty steel construction. Portable,
no assembly required. Wall-mountable or free-standing.
Great for indoor or outdoor use. For .177 cal. lead
pellets only.

AV-T0170

SPIN-O-MATIC AIRGUN TARGET
Crazy Eights Reset Airgun Target
Shoot-to-reset targets. Nine 1.75” twist-designed
target paddles (incl. reset paddle). Heavy-duty steel
construction. Easy setup - no tools. For .177, .20,
& .22 cal. lead pellets only.

Rotating 2” & 2.375” targets. Heavy-duty steel
construction. Quick setup for hours of fun. For .177,
.20, & .22 cal. lead pellets only.
AV-T0020
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AIR ARMS

AA-S510E17RX20AWT
AA-S510E22RX32AWT
AA-S510E25RX44AWT

AA-S510M17FX20ALT
AA-S510M22FX32ALT
AA-S510M25FX44ALT

AA-S510E17RX20AKT
AA-S510E22RX32AKT
AA-S510E25RX44AKT

ULTIMATE SPORTER XS
The Ultimate Sport XS is fully regulated, power adjustable and quiet. Featuring Air Arms’
tried and true side lever action and 10 round magazine. Available in Walnut, Laminate
and Black Soft Touch stock configurations with an adjustable cheekpiece and buttpad, the
Ultimate Sporter XS is everything you want and more!
PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.177 cal = 1035 fps
.22 cal = 950 fps
.25 cal = 815 fps

Galahad Carbine or Rifle, REG FAC

Quiet, 10-rd carbine offers multiple power settings, & features
a compact, ergonomically stock w/detailed pistol grip &
forearm. Adj. buttpad pivots right or left. Integrated regulator
offers exceptional shot string consistency + more shots/fill.
Avail. As carbine or rifle, & w/or w/out moderator.

AR10M22FP30AWO,
AR10M25FP35AWO,
AR10M22FP30AKO,
AR10M25FP35AKO,
AR10C22FP30AWO,
AR10C22FP30AKO

PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

Pro-Sport Air Rifle

.22 cal = 870 fps (carbine)
.22 cal = 900 fps (rifle)
.25 cal = 800 fps (rifle)

AA-PS7HRB, AA-PS7HRW,
AA-PS2HRB, AA-PS2HRW

Perfect for field target, hunting, plinking, spinners
& more. Walnut and beech right-hand stock.
Spring-piston
Underlever
Single-shot

.177 cal=950 fps,
.22 cal=750 fps

S401P17SX05APT

S400 MPR PRECISION

TX200 Mk III Air Rifle

AA-TX7HRB, AA-TX7HRW,
AA-TX7HLW, AA-TX2HRW,
AA-TX2HRB, AA-TX2HLW

One of the finest spring-piston rifles ever made;
accurate, beautifully blued, magnificent stock work.
Walnut or beech, RH or LH.
Spring-piston
Underlever
Single-shot

.177 cal=930 fps
.22 cal=755 fps

If you enjoy winning 10-meter matches, the Air
Arms S400 MPR Precision air rifle can help you
achieve your goals! The two stage, match
grade, adjustable trigger and match grade
Lothar Walther barrel provide an unparalleled
shooting experience that simply cannot
be beaten for the price.
PCP
Bolt-Action
Single-shot

.177 cal=540 fps

AIR ARMS
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AA-FTP900, AA-FTP900LH

FTP 900 Air Rifle
Magnificent laminated stock & sleek regulated action.
Highly adjustable. Comes ready to take you to the top...
no tuning or upgrades required. Incl. hard case.
PCP
Sidelever
Single-shot

.177 cal=800 fps

S510 TDR PCP Air Rifle, FAC, Walnut
Built on the tried and true S510 action, the TDR (Take-Down Rifle) is a highly maneuverable and
transportable air rifle. Able to break down in seconds, the S510 TDR is built to go anywhere
you can. Available in .177 and .22 caliber, the TDR has a fully-shrouded Lothar Walther
barrel with an integrated Q-tec suppressor. Features an adjustable power wheel for finding the
ideal balance between shot strings and power, and a 2-stage adjustable trigger for extremely
accurate shots. Includes 11mm dovetail rail and two ten-shot magazines.

AS510K17UX20RWO
S510K22UX30RWO

PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

AS510E25SX35ADO

S510 XTRA FAC AIR RIFLE
Shrouded barrel deadens the report.
Variety of finishes and woods. 10rd mag.
231cc air tank.
AS510C22SX30RWO

PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.177 cal=1050 fps
.22 cal=920 fps
.25 cal=780 fps
AS510E17SX20AGO

S510E25SX35RWH

.177 cal=1035 fps
.22 cal=950 fps
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ATAMAN

PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.177 cal=820 fps
.22 cal=820 fps
.25 cal=755 fps

BP17

Macro Power, Micro Size! One of the most unique air rifles in the PCP platform
available, the Ataman BP17 features Ataman’s signature precision and unparalleled
construction. With an innovative shortened bullpup design, this compact sidelever can
go anywhere you roam.

ATA-715, ATA-725

M2R Bullpup Type 1
Well-known for high quality, exceptional reliability
& cutting-edge technologies, Ataman combines
everything in this compact gun. This 4,350 psi,
multi-shot powerhouse delivers excellent shot string
consistency with its integrated regulator. Lothar
Walther barrel, 2-way adjustable trigger and
shrouded barrel.
ATA-425, ATA-426, ATA-429

PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.22 cal=980 fps
.25 cal=980 fps
.357 cal=900 fps

M2R Carbine Ultra Compact
Air Rifle
Stock adjusts for different lengths & folds to the
side, shortening the rifle length and making it
convenient for carry & storage. The pistol grip
offers easy shooting for RH and LH shooters,
and can be used by shooters of any size. The fully
regulated, ambi. carbine features an adjustable
length of pull, shrouded Lothar Walther barrel,
2-way adjustable match grade trigger, &
integrated pressure gauge. hunting.
PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.22 cal=850 fps

AP16 Air Pistol

ATA-114, ATA-115, ATA-116,
ATA-117, ATA-119

M2R Carbine, Walnut
Craftsmanship & excellence is evident in every
aspect of this rifle from the shrouded Lothar
Walther barrel & ergonomic stock, to the
adjustable match grade trigger. With 4,350 psi,
& an integrated pressure regulator, enjoy superior
shot to shot consistency and more time shooting
between fills.
PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.177 cal=980 fps
.22 cal=980 fps
.25 cal=980 fps
.357 cal=900 fps

Fine craftsmanship & detail abound from the shrouded
Lothar Walther barrel, to the adj. Trigger, walnut grip,
and up to 20 shots/fill. For the ultimate in shot-to-shot
consistency, the integrated pressure regulator ensures
the most efficient use of air. FPE 18+ and 4350 psi.
Incl. 7rd mag.
PCP
Sidelever
Repeater

.22 cal=656 fps

ATA-AP16BSM, ATA-AP16BCM,
ATA-AP16SCM
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DIANA
STORMRIDER MULTI-SHOT PCP
AIR RIFLE
Diana’s answer to budget friendly PCPs. Available in .177 and
.22, this little tack-driver will provide hours of entertainment
with its repeating shots and a cylinder that’s easily filled with a
handpump. Approx. 30 shots per fill.
PCP
Bolt-Action
Repeater

DIA-1900001, DIA-1900101

.177 cal=1050 fps
.22 cal=900 fps

250 Air Rifle
Ideal for backyard plinking and small game
hunting. Fiber optic sights, 11mm dovetail, ambi.
Ergonomic beech thumbhole stock. Includes
3-9x32 AO scope.
Spring-piston
Breakbarrel
Single-shot

DIA-25000202
DIA-25003202

.177 cal=1000 fps
.22 cal=900 fps

NEW

DIA-19200026
DIA-19200127

NEW
DIA-19200001
DIA-19200101

Chaser Rifle Kit
The Diana Chaser Rifle Kit is a pistol and rifle in one! Available in
.177 or .22 Diana had shooters of all ages in mind with the airgun’s
feather-light weight of 3.1lbs. But do not let its slight build fool you!
It only takes a few minutes and turns of the screw to turn the pistol into
a rifle.
CO2
.177 cal=642 fps
Bolt-action
Repeater

.22 cal=500 fps

Chaser CO2 Air Pistol
The Diana Chaser CO2 Air Pistol is a backyard-friendly shooter
designed for outdoor shooting sessions and indoor target training
when the weather turns against you. Fueled by a single 12-gram
CO2 cartridge, it also includes area in the bottom of the grip to
hold a second CO2 cartridge. Features fixed front blade sight
with an adjustable rear sight and an 11mm Dovetail rail.
CO2
Bolt-action
Repeater

.177 cal=525 fps
.22 cal=460 fps

NEW
DIA-1910002, DIA-1910102

Bandit PCP Air Pistol
The Diana Bandit is destined for greatness as a backyard friendly
PCP plinker. Based on the action of their hit PCP—the Diana
Stormrider, the Bandit takes a similar approach to repeating shot
action with indexing magazines cycled by smooth operating
bolt-action.
PCP
.177 cal=725 fps
Bolt-action
.22 cal=630 fps
Single-shot

DIA-598419002, DIA-598519002

Mauser K98 Air Rifle
Mauser inspired hardwood stock, fixed barrel
w/underlever. Two-stage adj. T06 trigger, hooded front sight
w/ adj. micrometer rear sight. Military collector’s dream!
Spring piston
Underlever
Single-shot

.177 cal=1150 fps
.22 cal=850 fps
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EVANIX

REX AIR RIFLE

AV-00490, AV-00491,
AV-00492, AV-00496

Single shot “king.” Lightweight & maneuverable at
5.5 lbs. True hunting power & versatility w/up to 20
shots/fill (.22, .25 caliber, 10 shots in .357). Metal
stock w/integrated rear-mounted pressure gauge.
Unique cocking lever lock & fill probe included.
Insulated air cylinder detaches for easy transport &
storage. Rubber coating offers comfortable cheek weld.
PCP
Underlever
Single-shot

.22 cal=1080 fps
.25 cal=970 fps
.357 cal=860 fps
.45 cal=700 fps

AV-00493. AV-00494,
AV-00495, AV-00497

Rex P Air Pistol

HELLRAISER

Hellboy
Based on the M4 Carbine, heat up the range with blistering semi-auto shots and a real steel feel
powered by a single CO2 cartridge and sending steel .177 BBs downrange at over 450 fps. The
HellBoy features full-metal construction throughout the barrel, receiver, and the 18rd BB magazine.
Choose your sight layout with the included open sights or remove the carry handle to expose a 5.5”
Picatinny rail to mount a scope or red-dot sight. Its adjustable rear stock can be set to your preferred
length of pull with the press of a button.

AV-HELLBOY177

JOHN WAYNE

John Wayne 1911
An iconic pistol adapted as an 18rd BB plinker. Each 1911
features a weathered full-metal construction with the Duke’s signature
emblazoned across the slide that blows back with each trigger pull.
Hold on to your hats pilgrims, you’re in for hours of fun on the range!
CO2
BB
Single-action

.177 cal=320 fps
AV-JW1911

JOHN WAYNE “LIL’ DUKE”
SIGNATURE BB RIFLE
Perfect spring gun for learning how to shoot! Wood stock etched with
‘lil Duke” and an image of John Wayne on the butt. Large loop cocking
mechanism,550rd BB reservoir. Available with & without LASSO Scope & mount.
Spring-piston
Lever-Action
Repeater

.177 cal=350 fps

WJ-JWBR001
WJ-JWBR001-KIT

John Wayne Historic Colt
CO2 Pellet or BB Revolver Series
Fine collector’s gun & faithful replica of the gun that
changed the West. The historic Colt single action
Army .45 revolver features authentic action, full
metal frame in various appealing finishes, &
handsome, composite grip panels that include
a decal of the Duke himself. Blade front & U-notch
rear sights, 6rd cylinder. Choose pellet or BB.

WJ-2280026, WJ-2280024,
WJ-2280028, WJ-2280029,
WJ-JW007, WJ-2280030,
WJ-2280027-KT
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KRAL ARMS

Puncher Knight PCP Air Rifle
Calibers: .22, .25
Finishes: Turkish Walnut and Synthetic
Air Capacity: 500 cc
Magazine Capacity: 12 (.22 cal) and 10 (.25 cal)

Puncher NP-03 PCP
Air Pistol
Calibers: .177, .22, .25
Finish: Synthetic
Air Capacity: 105 cc

Puncher Pro 500 PCP Air Rifle
Calibers: .177, .22, .25
Finish: Turkish Walnut
Air Capacity: 500 cc
Magazine Capacity: 14 (.177), 12 (.22 cal) and 10 (.25 cal)

Puncher Ekinoks Semi-Auto PCP Air Rifle
Calibers: .177, .22
Finish: Turkish Walnut
Air Capacity: 500 cc
Magazine Capacity: 14 (.177) and 12 (.22 cal)

SENECA
NEW
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SEN-00001
SEN-00002
SEN-00003

ASPEN PCP AIR RIFLE, MULTI-PUMP
Leave the fill source behind with the Seneca Aspen. As a multi-pump PCP airgun, shooting with the
Aspen means never running out of air! The Aspen uses an integrated pump to fill its 3,600 PSI/
250 BAR cylinder. When used as a multi-pump, you can shoot up to 17 shots with 40-60 pumps
- and it only requires about 28 lbs of effort at 3,600 PSI. If you want to fill faster, it can fill like a
traditional PCP with the included male QD probe. Includes a 4x32 AO scope.
PCP/ Multi-Pump
Side-lever action
Repeater

.177 cal=1000 fps
.22 cal= 900 fps
.25 cal= 800 fps

AV-AB0050
AV-AB00045
AV-AB0010

Double Shot Shot

Air Bolt

Take your airgun hunting to the next level with Air Venturi’s Double Shot Shotgun.
Simply load 2 shells in the two separate barrels and give your game a run for its
money.Transition from the first barrel to the next with a quick turn of a switch - no
downtime needed to reload.The shotgun that’s twice as nice!

Patent pending carbon fiber bolts transform
your .35, .45 and .50 cal PCP into a powerful
archery tool! When used in the Dragon Claw
enjoy velocities up to 500 fps and power over
230 FPE. Accepts standard broadheads, 6
bolts/pkg.

SY-R00030, SY-R00040

RECLUSE AIR RIFLE SERIES
A hunter’s dream gun! Up to 12 shots/fill with 244cc,
and 15 powerful shots per fill w/500cc reservoir.
PCP
Bolt-action
Single-shot

Quiver

.357 cal=983 fps

AV-SG002
AV-6031

Combine this Arrow
Bow Quiver with the Air
Venturi Quiver and Bipod
Mounting Bracket to
turn your PCP into a bolt
slinging hunting platform.
This quiver allows you to
mount your choice of 4 Air
Bolts or 4 arrows at a time.

Wing Shot Shotgun
An air shotgun, rifle, and bolt slinger all-in-one! Masterfully crafted hardwood
stock. Features an ambidextrous stock, rubber buttpad, two-stage trigger, bead
front sight, integrated air pressure gauge, 5 consistent shots per fill. The new
ventilated rib makes target acquisition easier than ever before.
PCP
Bolt-action
Single-shot

.50 cal=1130 fps
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SENECA
DRAGONFLY MULTI-PUMP AIR RIFLE

AV-00600
AV-00610

Available in both .177 and .22 caliber, this multi-pump pneumatic sends
ammo roaring downrange! Adjust velocity by the number of pumps (3-8
pumps is all it takes). Use the included magazine to transform this singleshot into a repeater - 7 rounds in .22, 9 rounds in .177 cal.
Multi-pump Pneumatic
Bolt-action
Single-shot & repeater

.177 cal=800 fps
.22 cal=500 fps on 8 pumps

Dragon Claw Air Rifle Series
230 ft-lbs. of muzzle energy with a 225-grain
bullet. Knockdown power! 244cc or 500cc air
capacity for lots of shots.
PCP
Bolt-action
Single-shot

.50 cal=679 fps
SY-R00010, SY-R00020,
SY-R00021

SU-R00040, SU-R00010,
SU-R00030, SU-R00020

Sumatra 2500 Air Rifle
Superb hunting rifle with quick follow-up
shots via the lever-action mechanism. 500cc
reservoir. Incl. two 6rd rotary clips.
PCP
Lever-action
Repeater

.22 cal=1100 fps
.25 cal=1000 fps

BIG BORE 44 909/909S
Light Hunter air rifle series. Over 237 ft-lbs. of muzzle
energy with a 200-grain bullet. Awesome power!
244cc or 500cc reservoir.
PCP
Bolt-action
Single-shot

.45 cal=730 fps

SY-10452/500, SY-10451

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
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SA-XDM38GBB6-B
SA-XDM38GBB6-SB
SA-XDM45CBB6-B
SA-XDM45GBB6-SB

XD(M)® Airsoft Pistol Series
NEW

NEW

The airsoft versions of the XD(M) ® pistols are sure to be a fun choice for
a sidearm in intense airsoft skirmishes. Both the compact and standard
sizes are powered by green gas (with CO2 magazines available) and
can shoot a .2g airsoft BB up to 280 fps (350 fps w/ CO2) in the
compact models and 330 fps (370 fps w/ CO2) in the standard models.
Includes 14 rd magazine (compact) and 25 rd magazine (standard).

XD(M)® CO2 BB Pistol Series
In 2007, Springfield Armory ® shook the polymer pistol market with the
introduction of the new XD(M) ®. This legendary line continues with Air
Venturi’s introduction of Springfield Armory ® XD(M) ® replica pistol series.
Available in both standard (4.5”) and compact (3.8”) configurations,
the XD(M)s ® are powered by a 12 gram CO2 cartridge and can shoot
velocities up to 360 fps - perfect for backyard or basement plinking.
Features 20 rd mag and full blowback.
SA-XDM38CBB4-B
SA-XDM38CBB4-SB
SA-XDM45CBB4-SB
SA-XDM45CBB4-B

SA-M1CC4
SA-M1CC6

NEW

M1 Carbine Airgun and Airsoft Rifles
The standard firearm for the U.S. military during World War II, the Korean War and well into the Vietnam War is now available
as a replica - choose between the M1 Carbine .177 BB CO2 Air Rifle, or CO2 Airsoft Rifle. As an air rifle, the M1 features a 15
round magazine and is powered by a single 12-gram CO2 cartridge. It features a metal upper receiver with a synthetic wood look
stock. Shooting up to velocities of 425 fps (with a 5.1 grain steel BB), the M1 Carbine Air Rifle gets nearly 40 shots per cartridge.
As an airsoft rifle, the M1 shoots up to 450 fps (w/ a .2g airsoft BB) and gets nearly 60 shots per fill. The semi-auto action is
powered by a single 12-gram CO2 cartridge and features full blowback. Great for skirmishing!
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WESTERN JUSTICE

WESTERN JUSTICE™ DISPLAY
Stop customers in their tracks with our custom floor display.
Floor display package includes everything a lil buckaroo
needs to jump into the world of airguns - rifles, scopes, and
BBs. Comes with your choice of 10 John Wayne Lil Duke
Rifles (JW-DISP), or 5 Lil Dukes and 5 Annie Oakley Lil Sure
Shot Rifles (JW-AO-DISP).
(1) Display Kit
(5) John Wayne Lil’ Dukes or Lil’ Sure Shot BB Rifles
(5) Air Venturi Lasso Scopes
JW-DISP
(12) Dust Devils Frangible BBs .177 Cal

JW-AO-DISP

Annie Oakley Lil’ Sure Shot
BB Rifle
This unique rifle features a stained wood stock etched
with Annie Oakley’s image and the words “Lil’ Sure Shot”
across the fore-grip. It has lever-action handle, and smooth
bore steel barrel. Each Lil’ Sure Shot features Air Venturi’s
LASSO mount system which adds an 11mm dovetail rail
for mounting your choice of optics.
Spring-piston
Lever-Action
Repeater

.177 cal=350 fps

WJ-AOBR001

Western Justice Belts & Holsters
Leather gear to hold your six-shooter. Holsters
are 6” long, handtooled & have a leather leg thong.
RH & LH avail.
Belts are 2.50” wide & have thirty .38-cal.
cartridge loops.
WJ-B001, WJ-B005, WJ-B009, AV-WJ002/S, WJ-B002,
WJ-B006, WJ-B010, AV-WJ002/M, WJ-B003, WJ-B007,
WJ-B011, AV-WJ002/L, WJ-B004, WJ-B008, WJ-B012,
AV-WJ002/XL

WJ-H001, WJ-H002, WJ-H003,
WJ-H004, AV-WJ001LH, AV-WJ001,
AV-WJ004LH, AV-WJ004

WESTERN JUSTICE
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4X15 RIFLE SCOPE & LASSO MOUNT
Air Venturi’s LASSO Scope System lets you mount a metal 11mm
rail and 4x15 scope to your Lil’ Duke or Lil’ Sure Shot repeater!
Level your crosshairs to drop cans and shred paper targets with
ease! Choose between the LASSO mount only, Scope only, or
the LASSO Mount & Scope

AV-A00110

LASSO 4x15 Rifle Scope & Rings
•
•
•
•

AV-A00120

LASSO Scope Mount
The Lever Action Simple Securing Optics (LASSO)
mount transforms your lever action rifle from open
sights to scoped. The LASSO mount is a fantastic
way to introduce young shooters to shooting with
optics, all on a platform that is easy to work with.
AV-A00040

Fits airguns with 3/8” dovetail mounting rail
Cross-hair reticle
Adjustable for windage and elevation
3/8” dovetail rings included
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TSD AIRSOFT

TSD TACTICAL SD96 BOLT-ACTION
LONG SNIPER RIFLE
The Type 96 Sniper Rifle delivers unbelievable performance combined with comfort and stability with a
thumb through stock. Using the APS2 bolt system and barrel as the main platform, this sniper rilfe also
sports high end performance parts for greater accuracy and power. Includes: 22 rd magazine, 3-9x40
scope, mount, barrel cleaning tool, sling, 200 .20g BBs, Tri-Rail Bipod Adaptor, Metal Adjustable Bi-Pod.

Spring-Piston
Bolt-action
Repeater

SD96B

.6 mm=400 fps

941 8 Inch Revolver
The UHC 941 8” Black Revolver is a 1:1 scale replica of its
real firearm counterpart and features a durable plastic body,
working hammer, and a shot velocity of 240 fps (using .12g
BBs). Features working hammer, adjustable rear sight and
durable spring-powered design.
Spring-Piston
.6 mm=240 fps
Repeater

SDUA941B

939 UHC Revolver, 2.5” Barrel
This beautiful, full-size handgun holds 6 rounds of BBs in lifelike
replica shells! Pop open the cylinder and pop in the shells, just
like the real thing, and fire all six shots with one hand, just like
the movies.
Spring-Piston
.6 mm=240 fps
Repeater

SDUA939

SD97BK

TSD Tactical SD97 Airsoft Sniper Rifle
The TSD Tactical SD 97 sniper rifle packs a serious punch on the battlefield with its unbelievable
accuracy and fearsome shot velocities. The gun features an adjustable buttstock, a 22 rd magazine,
and adjustable hop-up. Includes (2) 22 rd magazines, rifle sling, and BB speedloader.
Spring-Piston
Bolt-Action
Repeater

.6 mm=500 fps

TSD AIRSOFT

TSD SD700 Tactical Series
A great Airsoft Sniper Rifle for the price, soft quiet shot, higher
velocity, and longer barrel for greater accuracy. The SD700 airsoft
rifle is a replica used by law enforcement and field agents. Includes
(2) 30 round magazines, sling and BB speedloader. Available as
rifle only, with 4x32 scope, 4x40 scope, or 3-9x40 scope / bipod
packages.
Spring-Piston
.6 mm=450 fps
Bolt-action
Repeater

SD700LB
SD700LB-KIT
SD700LOD-KIT
SD700LW-KIT
SD700LTN-KIT

SD700LTN
SD700LOD
SD700LW

TSD 937 4 Inch Revolver
This beautiful, full-size handgun holds 6 rounds of
BBs in lifelike replica shells! Pop open the cylinder and pop in the shells, just like
the real thing, and fire all six shots with one hand, just like the movies. 6 shells
included, rear sight adjustable for windage and elevation
Spring-Piston
Repeater

.6 mm=240 fps

SDUA937B

TSD 938SW 6 Inch Revolver
Just like an actual revolver, the Zombie Killer is a six gun that uses the
hammer to cock the spring. Features an adjustable rear sight, 6 round
cylinder, and sends its BBs downrange at 240 fps. Includes 8 shells.
Spring-Piston
Repeater

.6 mm=160 fps

SDUA938SW
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AMMO
Air Arms Diabolo
Field Domed
Pellets
.177 caliber
8.44 grains
Domed
AA-PF7452

SEN-P00020, SEN-P00040
SEN-P00030, SEN-P00050, SEN-P00010

Seneca Ammo

H&N Baracuda
Round Nose
Pellets

Seneca pellets deliver the performance you need for
small game hunting or target practice. Available
in a wide variety of calibers, grain weights and
shapes.

.25 caliber
30.86 grains
Round nose

Air Venturi
Big Bore
Ammo
Made in the U.S.A., this big bore ammo is the

HN-92186350001

go-to choice to safely eliminate larger-sized
game. Available in a wide variety of calibers,
shapes and grain weights. See website for full
product info and listings.

SCOPES
MAN-S0030

Mantis 4-12x40 AO
Rifle Scope
Variable 4-12x magnification
Heavy duty aluminum construction
40mm objective lens (adjustable objective) Nitrogen filled
Mil-Dot reticle
Multi-coated lens
1” tube

MAN-S0010

MAN-S0020

Mantis 3-9x32 AO
Classic Rifle Scope

MANTIS 3-9X40 AO
CLASS RIFLE SCOPE

3-9x magnification
32mm objective lens
(adjustable objective)
1” tube

3-9x magnification
32mm objective lens
(adjustable objective)
1” tube

Mil-dot wire reticle
Fast focus eyepiece
Finger adjustable turrets
screw-on with caps

Mil-dot wire reticle
Fast focus eyepiece
Finger adjustable turrets
screw-on with caps

DUST DEVIL BBs
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NEW

10% faster
than steel BBs

up to

shatters on impact
LEAD-FREE
Dust Devils, the revolutionary new frangible BBs from
Air Venturi, give shooters both speed and safety.
With velocities up to 10% faster than conventional
BBs, plus the added safety of a low ricochet projectile shooters can spend the day plinking away!
AV-DD177BB

see the dust devil bb in action:
www.AirVenturi.com

AIRVENTURI.COM
5135 Naiman Parkway Solon, OH 44139
216 – 292 – 2570

